
The data below focuses on U.S. business travelers and was pulled from the GBTA Business Traveler Sentiment Index™ - Global Study - July 2015.

U.S. business travelers have mixed feelings about their safety on the road 
a recent survey by the GBTA Foundation and American Express suggests. 

Here’s what we found, along with measures you may consider to help 
set up your road warriors for success.   

SAFE TRAVELS 

A little groundwork travels a long way. Consider adopting a 
travel risk management program that may include:

INSPIRE MORE CONFIDENCE 

53%
JUST

65%
ONLY

UNCERTAINTY ABOUT SAFETY 
ACCORDING TO THE STUDY

The GBTA Business Traveler Sentiment Index™ - Global Study - July 2015, conducted in partnership 
with American Express, was conducted among a sample of 838 frequent business travelers who: (1) 
have a primary residence in the United States; (2) are employed part- or full-time; and (3) have 
taken four or more business trips in the prior 12 months, from the date the survey was taken. The 
survey was carried out by the GBTA Foundation between March 17 and April 6, 2015.

The content in this published material is provided for general informational purposes only and does 
not constitute investment, financial, tax, legal or other professional advice on any subject matter. 
Please contact your investment, financial, tax, legal or other professional advisor regarding your 
specific needs and situation. American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc. and its 
subsidiaries and a�liates (“American Express”) do not accept any responsibility for any loss which 
may arise from reliance on information contained in these materials. American Express does not 
warrant or guarantee the accuracy of these published materials.

agree that they always
feel safe while traveling. 

Traveler training to prepare 
employees for the rigors of travel.  

Traveler tracking to ensure 
employees are safely en route. 

Medical and security support to maintain 
the well-being of your employees. 

Proper vetting of suppliers. Think about 
identifying travel partners who are clearly 
committed to traveler safety. 

agree that their company 
cares about their safety. 

When handling important business on the road, the last 
thing you want is for your employees to feel 

preoccupied and unsure. 

SO WHAT CAN YOU DO ABOUT IT? 

 

STAY UP TO DATE WITH THE GBTA BUSINESS TRAVELER 
SENTIMENT INDEXTM REPORTS HERE. 

52%
AS FEW AS

agree that suppliers do 
a good job ensuring safety. 

Staying productive, having access to Wi-Fi, simplifying expenses – all are 
very important to business travelers. But at the end of the day, making 

employees feel safe when traveling is just as important.

Consider communicating your company’s safety measures to employees 
in order to help raise awareness and increase overall traveler confidence.

https://business.americanexpress.com/us/business-trends-and-insights/business-traveler/business-travel-insights-global-business-traveler-sentiment-index

